For the “Best Classmate” Award, the first round will be held from 25 March to 29 March. There will be a separate election for both male and female students and two “Best Classmate” awards will be given at the 2018-2019 Award Ceremony.

In order to vote, please fill in the ballot papers from the CTIS secretariat. The date of the second round will be announced later.

Rules:

⇒ Each voter (senior year students) can give one (1) vote.

⇒ Elections are held by using a ‘weighted voting’.
   
   In the first round, each voter can vote for three senior year students (including themselves) and; Voter, gives 3, 2 and 1 points for his/her first, second and third choices respectively.

⇒ The election ballots having more candidate names than necessary are considered as invalid.

⇒ Voters can write less candidate names than necessary, in this case only the given points are taken into consideration.